
Interviews and Audio Clips

Marc Perkel, the First One of the Church of Reality is often heard (but not often enough) giving radio interviews.
Interviews are good because it gives other people the chance to ask the questions they want and give us insight into
what people are thinking about reality based religion. 



In December of 2004 Marc Perkel was interviewed on Air America Radio. The interview is about 20 minutes long and
Mike Malloy did a fine job of making Reality interesting. 



Listen to the Mike Malloy Interview.



Early in 2005 Reggie Findley the Infidel Guy interviewed me in a call in format in an hour long show. Reggie is a really
good interviewer and interviews many people on religious topics. 



Listen to the Infidel Guy Interview (1 hour - 15mb) on Infidel Guy.



Soon after I was on the Infidel Guy I was invited by Joe Vecchio to be on the Cup O' Joe Show. This is a longer interview
and it is also a lot about my history and other things I've been into besides just the Church of Reality. Maybe more about
me than you really want to know. The  original show is an hour long and if you have the time it's worth listening to. But I
did cut it down to a 40 minute version that is a lot smaller to download and is just that part where I talk. 



I like radio better than TV because on the radio you can hear me say, "you know" every 3 seconds. But on TV you can
see me say it over and over again as well. Last summer I was on thos wonderful TV show on cable access TV in
Mountian View California called "What's up with That?", hosted by Firedup Productions. This is a big file (140 megs) and
is in Quicktime format so it's going to take some time to download to watch. And the audio levels in the first few minutes
are kind of clipped but it does get better if you stick with it. Andrew Willyoung did a brilliant job of interviewing me. And it's
a lot of fun so Here it is.



In October of 2005 John Sugg who does interviews on a non profit radio station in Atlanta did this 23 minute interview
about the Church of Reality and politics. It also convers letters to the editor that I write. 



Here's another radio interview on a syndicated Christian talk show called {ln:http://www.wayofthemasterradio.com/ 'The
Way of the Masters}. The Interveiw is 50 minutes long and is a very interesting interview by a hard core Christial
fundamentalist Todd Friel who is very sharp and asks a lot of good questions.



On March 5, 2006 I got a call from {ln:nw:http://www.krxa540.com 'KXRA 540 Radio} who has a show called The Naked
Ape. The interview is 30 minutes long and covers a variety of subjects including the recient edict about the {ln:south
dakota 'South Dakota Abortion Law}. 



Listen to the Naked Ape Interview.
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